LOCAL SERVICES
The following map represents the location of all the local services, which are so close to our villa
that you can reach them easily on foot (200 metres the farest). However, as you come in from
the entrance of the villas, the whole atmosphere changes, as it is very peaceful, inside the
nature and ideal for relaxing.

Supermarket, groceries shop, butchery shop, bakery
The supermarket “Atsipopoulo” locates just next to the entrance of the villa. Inside it
there is a groceries shop and a butchery shop. In this supermarket you will find
anything you would like for your first needs. It is open every day (also on Sunday)
from 9 in the morning until 11 at the night. For bigger variety you can visit also the
supermarket “Paulakis” that locates less than 100 meters from our villa on the way
to Rethymno at your left hand. It has a bigger variety at many things and the best
prices. It has also inside groceries shop and butchery shop. And only about one
kilometer from this supermarket there is a separate butchery shop with bigger
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variety called “Antonakis”. Moreover, at the interchange of Atsipopoulo, about 2 or
3 kilometres from the villa, there is a “LIDL” supermarket. As far as it concerns the
bakery, it locates only a few meters from the villa, next to the first supermarket.

Bus to Rethymno city
There is a bus stop for the bus that can transfer you to Rethymno, just next to the
bakery, only 20 meters from the entrance of the villa. Tickets you can find at the
supermarket “Paulakis”. The bus stop at Rethymno city locates at the square of “4
Martires”.
Schedule
Atsipopoulo to Rethymno
07.15 09.05 10.40 11.30 12.45 13.40 15.00 16.10 18.00 19.10 21.15 (everyday)
07.15 8.45 10.45 12.45 14.45 17.15 19.15 21.15 (weekend)
Rethymno to Atsipopoulo
06.30 08.15 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.15 15.30 17.15 18.30 20.30 (everyday)
06.30 08.00 10.00 12.00 14.00 16.30 18.30 20.30 (weekend)

Taxi service
Taxi telephones: +302831035000
+302831028316
Please let them know that you are at the center of village Atsipopoulo, just next to
the supermarket “Atsipopoulo Liandris” that locates in the center of the village.
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Restaurants
A few meters after the entrance of the villa there is a small square of the village.
There you can find three local tavernas with traditional food “Refenes”, “Manolis”
and “Gazozas”. Moreover, there is another restaurant on the center of the old part
of the village (have a look at the map) called “souvlakia”.These tavernas are open
only for dinner. On the main road on the way to Rethymno there is also one shop
with the famous food of Greece “souvlaki” called “Thraka” and other types of meat
mainly, which is open all the day.
For more variety and live music there are several good taverns at the center of
Rethymno, in the old part of it.

BANK’S ATM
At about 100 metres on the way to Rethymno again, there is an ATM in which you
can withdraw money from your bank account or make any transaction.

Pharmacy
A local pharmacy there is also at about 300 metres on the way to Rethymno. Its
telephone, in case you need it : 2831032930
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